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Abstract— Cloud computing is an increasingly famous and growing technology which has led to a new dawn in the field of 

Information Technology. It has created a drastic change in the trend of different digital devices. Cloud Computing corresponds 

to both, the applications provided as services over the internet and the hardware elements and systems software in the data-

centers that provide those respective services. In this paper, improving the security of data within the cloud when the data is 

migrated from one source to cloud or vice-versa, using an enhanced randomized encryption technique. During the analysis of 

providing security to a large amount of data in the cloud environment using various encryption techniques, we formulated that 

the asymmetric algorithms are incapable to encrypt a data in a bulk or in large amount when used singly. Security is the major 

issue in cloud computing system so we are using the concept of asymmetric algorithm when we are migrating one source file to 

the cloud. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

 

These services themselves are being referred to as Software 

as a Service (SaaS). The data-centre hardware and software 

as a whole is what we will refer to as a Cloud. The consumer 

can access the service related to computer, whether it is a 

software or hardware or infrastructure, and pay for the 

respective duration he accessed that particular services, that 

is, “Pay as per Usage”. With the help of this technology, the 

users don‟t have to invest in loads or find difficulties in the 

set up and maintenance the complex IT Infrastructure.  

 

Cloud Computing corresponds to both, the applications 

provided as services over the internet and the hardware 

elements and systems software in the data-centre that provide 

those respective services. These services themselves are 

being referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS). The data-

centre hardware and software as a whole is what we will 

refer to as a Cloud. The consumer can access the service 

related to computer, whether it is a software or hardware or 

infrastructure, and pay for the respective duration he 

accessed that particular services, that is, “Pay as per Usage”. 

With the help of this technology, the users don‟t have to 

invest in loads or find difficulties in the set up and 

maintenance the complex IT Infrastructure. The name, cloud, 

is given due to the involvement of internet which is a 

metaphor of internet. The main advantage of cloud 

computing is that it reduces the cost and complexity of 

buying for good; configuring and managing all the hardware 

and software required for the application. Now, anyone in the 

world with an active internet connection can build powerful 

stand-alone applications with the services and features 

provided by Cloud Computing. Cloud Computing 

architecture allows users to make use of IT hardware and 

software in a better and efficient way. It increases the overall 

gain by improving resource utilization at its whole. 

Resources sharing from large pool of cloud pulls down cost 

and increases utilization by delivering resources only for as 

long as those resources are required. 

 

i. Data migration in cloud computing: 

The object of an organization can be moved from the cloud 

to cloud or data from one cloud to another. However, this is a 

very challenging task for migrating data and includes various 

key security issues such as data integrity, security, 

portability, data privacy, data accuracy, etc. To achieve an 

automatic data migration, a programmatic data migration 

approach is required to get rid of the tedious tasks of a 

human organization.  

 

ii. Encryption: A Cryptographic approach for data 

security 
Cryptography is a technique or science to secure sensitive 

data or information over an insecure network which involves 

the methods like conversion of the original text or 

information into cipher text known as Encryption and 
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reverse process of converting back the cipher text into 

original data known as Decryption. Therefore, in order to 

hide the data or information from outsiders and to make it 

secure while transmitting, the concept of cryptography is 

used. Before discussing the encryption method, let us have a 

look on the types of cryptography techniques. 

 

iii. Types of cryptography 

Symmetric key cryptography (also known as secret key 

cryptography) and Asymmetric key cryptography (also 

known as public key cryptography) are the two cryptography 

method. 

 

II. RELATED WORK  

 

[Rashmi Rao et. al 2014] proposed improving security for 

data migration in cloud computing using encryption 

randomized technique. In this paper they proposed that with 

the development of the cloud computing the security of the 

data is becoming major concern of user. So accordingly no 

one trust third party for the safety of their data so they use 

the different techniques of data migration. Cloud computing 

have different paradigms in the world of computing 

resources. Collection of machine and resources and services 

forms a cloud in computing technology. In the cloud 

computing multiple resources and services are provided over 

the internet to the user. It is helpful to the user to reduce their 

operating and maintenance cost. In the cloud move the data 

from one to another target cloud which may be a public, 

private and hybrid cloud. It also require to maintain the need 

of organization with different models of Database as a 

service. In this process it face some issues like integrity, 

security, privacy, accuracy and others. In their proposed 

work they created an encryption algorithm which provides 

security to data. 

  

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

The designing of an encryption algorithm known as an 

“Enhanced encryption” method that makes use of both 

public key encryption and private key encryption in a 

combination along with the concept of randomization rather 

than using a single encryption technique (either public or 

private encryption), so as to find the better solution for the 

maintaining security. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this research paper, we aimed at improving the security of 

data within the cloud when the data is migrated from one 

source to cloud or vice-versa, using an enhanced randomized 

encryption technique. Here for the experimental results, we 

would consider some useful data amount required for 

performing the enhanced encryption technique which are in 

the form of key size, data, time duration or message size to 

be encrypted and decrypted by using the proposed algorithm 

of encryption as discussed in this thesis. Therefore, the 

requirements for performing an experiment are as follows: 

 

Data required for performing AES algorithm in the given 

research project are: 

 

1. The random key size that has been generated by 

using a pseudo random generator : 32-  bits 

2. Message length or size of data to be encrypted : 32- 

bits or 16 bytes 

 

Data required for performing RSA algorithm in the given 

research project are: 

 Key-pair: 1024- bits (for designing public key and private 

key of RSA algorithm) 

Now, by taking all these data, an experiment will be 

performed to implement the enhanced randomized 

encryption technique within the cloud environment as 

follows: 

  

1.  Initially, a random key of 32-bits is used to encrypt the 

message or data of size equals to 32-bits using the symmetric 

AES encryption algorithm. 

2. After encrypting the data of 32- bits, the random key of size 

32-bits is then encrypted by recipient‟s public key using 

asymmetric RSA encryption technique. 

3.  

4. Now, the encrypted data and the encrypted random key are 

then concatenated or combined together and are then stored 

in the cloud by the cloud service provider( CSP) such that 

when the user requests the encrypted result, then it will be 

delivered to the users/clients by the CSP. 

5.  

6. Here, the user or client also is provided with a public key of 

RSA encryption algorithm by the CSP so as to store their 

data and hence this key is shared by both the users and the 

cloud service provider whereas the random key is used only 

once for encrypting the data and then can be removed or 

destroyed. In this experiment , when the user wants their 

encrypted data, then the CSP first checks for its 

authentication and then delivers the encrypted result to its 

real user. 

 

Similarly, the decryption process will be carried out in which 

the ciphered random key will be decrypted first by RSA 

method using recipient‟s private key. Then this decrypted 

random key will be used further to decrypt the ciphered text 

using AES method. 

 

 In this way, this experiment aimed at providing 

confidentiality, integrity of data and authentication of the 

origin of data in a sense that the information or data should 

remain private while migrated, integrity of data so as to 

verify whether it has been attacked by an intruder or not and 

the authentication of the origin of the data as to know from 

where the data came. Also, there are more computations 
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involved in the proposed randomized encryption (hybrid) 

technique in comparison to AES or RSA singly. Hence, it 

has been concluded that it will take much time to encrypt the 

data as compared to the time taken by either AES or RSA 

alone and thus it will be very difficult for the cryptanalysis to 

break the randomized encryption (hybrid) technique. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE  

 

It has been concluded that the enhanced (hybrid) randomized 

encryption technique can be used easily and efficiently for 

providing electronic security as compared to other traditional 

encryption techniques. The electronic communication 

involves the online banking, shopping on internet, e-mail 

system etc. which can be made strongly secured using the 

proposed enhanced randomized encryption technique. In 

future, we will try to focus on more security issues of cloud 

computing and give some better and some more practical 

implementations or solutions to achieve strong security using 

cryptography in data migration process.     

          

VI.   PROPOSED WORK 

 

1. Enhanced Encryption Technique 

The enhanced encryption technique used in our proposed 

work is basically a combination of public key (asymmetric 

key) encryption technique and private key (symmetric key) 

encryption technique. This encryption technique is said to be 

an enhanced encryption technique as it involves the merging 

of two or more encryption techniques such as a combination 

of asymmetric and symmetric encryption so as to take out the 

benefits from each of them is known as “Hybrid 

Encryption” or “Enhanced Encryption”. 

This kind of encryption provides a high level of security to 

the encryption system because of the presence of highly 

secured public and private keys. 

 

1.1. Concept of Randomization in encryption 
The concept of randomization used in our enhanced 

encryption technique where plain text P is encrypted into a 

number of cipher texts and then randomly select any one of 

the N cipher texts and secondly, enciphered the plain text by 

mapping any of those cipher texts back into the original plain 

text since the one who decrypts the text has no knowledge 

about which one has been picked. Since the message space 

will increase in size by adding a random cipher text to it, the 

randomized encryption procedure will attain a high level of 

security in cryptographic systems and this system when used 

in cloud computing environment will provide a strong and 

more secured data migration process. 

 

Therefore, by connecting a set of cipher texts or codes to 

each plain text or encoding a plain text by randomly selecting 

any cipher text from a set of cipher texts, the randomization 

in encryption enhances strong security to such codes or 

cipher texts against the attack on the given plain text.  

The procedure of encryption using randomization can be 

defined by a relation „A‟ which is a subset of (M*K*C). 

Here, „M‟ refers to message space, „K‟ refers to key space 

and „C‟ refers to cipher text space. Now consider two cases 

as given below: 

  

 Case 1:   At most one message x belongs to M (message 

space) for each key k belongs to K (key space) and each 

cipher text c belongs to C (cipher text space)  such that (x, k, 

c) belongs to „A‟. 

  

 Case 2: In it, at least one cipher text c belongs to C (cipher 

text space), for each key k belongs to K (Key space) and 

each message x belongs to M (Message space) such that (x, 

k, c) belongs to „A‟. 

Hence, the randomized encryption system can be defined as 

the quadruple (M, K, C, A). 

 

From the above two cases of randomized encryption 

procedure, it has been concluded that the size of the cipher 

text space „C‟ will be large as compared to size of the 

message space „M‟. This would further lead a transmitting 

channel to expand its bandwidth as the larger-sized cipher 

text space requires more bits to be transmitted for its 

identification rather than identifying the comparatively 

smaller-sized message space. Since the bandwidth is 

increased during randomization encryption, this is known as 

“Bandwidth Expansion”. This is the only disappointing 

factor that cannot be avoided, while implementing the 

randomized encryption technique in the cloud environment 

and it causes a major cost in using such type of encryption. 

 

Hence, considering as a useful solution to this problem, a 

factor for expanded bandwidth has been defined. This factor 

is calculated as the ratio of number of cipher text bits 

transmitted to the corresponding number of message bits as 

shown below:  

 
Figure 1: Bandwidth Expansion Factor 

 

Since the problem increased bandwidth cannot be discarded, 

but can be handled and controlled by the bandwidth 

expansion factor. Also if this factor comes to be variable then 

an average bandwidth expansion factor must be calculated 

instead of bandwidth expansion factor. 
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Figure 2. Randomized Encryption Procedure 

 

The above diagram represents the transfer of data in a secure 

manner by the randomized encryption procedure over an 

insecure channel of communication and the random bit 

sequence generator is located inside the encryption unit in 

the secure area such that the enemy would be unaware about 

the output coming out of the random bit sequence generator. 

According to the concept of randomization within the block 

cipher, we will encrypt the given message in the following 

manner: 

                           ER (M) || E’R       

 

 
Figure 3: Proposed Encryption technique 

 

In this technique, the message M is encrypted by a random 

key (message key) and that random key is also encrypted 

with a session key and then both results are concatenated. Its 

major advantage is that it minimizes the malicious or brute 

force attack on its encryption function and also leads to small 

bandwidth factor due to the longer length of message than 

random sequence.  

 

1.2. Enhanced Randomized Encryption algorithm: 

 For encrypting a message in randomized hybrid 

system: 

1. Initially generate a random key 

2. Encrypt the data using that random key 

3. Encrypt the random key with shared / session key 

4. Forward both the data and key after encryption 

process from step 2 and step 3 together to the 

recipient.  

 

 For decrypting the hybrid cipher text: 

1. Now decrypt the encrypted random key with the receiver‟s 

private key. Then, decrypt the encrypted data with the 

decrypted random key. 

2.  
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